Before
Crisis
Strikes
T H E L O W - R I S K WAY T O C H A N G E
YO U R T R AV E L R I S K PR OV I D E R

A N V I L G R O U P. C O M

When it comes to
the big decision of
switching from a
long-standing travel
risk management
solution to a new
one, we know how
difficult it is to
make the change.

TRM
Transition
Made Easy
We’ve seen the pros, the
cons, the hurdles and the
hesitations international
businesses face when
deciding to improve
their programs.
Some find it easiest to fall back to the

program is no longer optional. And that’s
why we take such care to make your
move to our travel risk management
program as effortless as possible.
Serving your travelers’ needs, as well
as your duty of care and other legal
obligations doesn’t take a disaster,
it takes experience.

status quo. But we’re in a climate of

So, we’ve taken our years of experience

increasingly risky travel, inconsistent

and developed this Transition Guide for

global safety and demands for

enterprises looking to upgrade their

advancements in risk mitigation

travel risk management provision and

solutions that derive a greater return

make the move to Anvil.

on investment.
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That means ending an ineffective

A Phone Number
or an App is
Not Enough
With the number of global

Most likely, just when you (and more

incidents on the rise, it’s just

importantly, your people) need it.

not enough to think you can

Enterprises today need a comprehensive

buy a dedicated phone number

and cohesive travel risk management
program that – to be truly beneficial –

or download an app and

forms a key part of the organization’s

assume your job is done.

overarching risk management/resilience

A phone number might be a start,
but alone, it can’t provide adequate
protection for your travelers or deliver

strategy. It’s so critical, because travel
renders employees at their most
vulnerable – which in turn makes the
business vulnerable too.

resilience for your organization. After all,

More and more global corporations

travel is just one of the many operational

are turning to Anvil for total travel risk

risks your company is obliged to manage.

management solutions that align with

Some providers promote apps as the
magic bullet for mitigating travel risk.

Travel renders
employees at their
most vulnerable
– which in turn
makes the business
vulnerable too.

the organization’s business-wide tactical
and strategic objectives.

But whether phone number or app, if

With Anvil as their program manager,

there is no threat awareness, no journey

they are finding we make it easier for

intelligence or traveler tracking along with

them to make the change, while

it and no procedure for communication at

enabling continued business

all key stages, then it is not effective and it

development at the same time.

will often fall short.
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The Hidden Costs of
Staying the Same
(and signs it’s time to change)

THE S IGN

THE S IGN

THE SIGN

THE S IGN

Your employees don’t use the

You realize your employees

You’ve been left scrambling

If a particular case is not explicitly

existing program because it was

don’t even know a program is

because the policy coverage was

included in the program or

not specifically designed for the

in place.

never read or communicated

insurance policy, the provider says,

way you conduct business or

thoroughly – you just trusted

“Sorry, you’re not covered for that.”

the way your employees travel.

that when an event occurred,
T H E C O S T

T H E C O S T

Paying twice – once for your

Paying for an unused service

employees would get the
help they needed.

Denied service – and explaining

– and having unprotected
employees.

contracted program and once
for the services your employees

THE COST

T H E C O S T

to leadership what went wrong.

Exposing employees to risks.

use instead.
THE SIGN

THE S IGN

You have multiple business
THE S IGN

units or regions and they all

THE S IGN

Your contact for one type of service
at your travel risk company is

have their own TRM

The account managers on your

different from your contact for a

programs.

existing program are expected to

second service at the very same

crisis, the provider tries to

grow their accounts each year, or

company – instead of a dedicated

sell additional services to the

achieve a bonus if they expand

account manager and single point

business.

of contact.

THE COST

THE COST

Long-time provider costs

Inconsistency in communication

increase without justification.

and service delivery.

While handling your employee’s

employee in the critical position.

THE COST

Disjointed management,
THE COST

Extra, unexpected fees –
and diminished vendor trust.
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administration and
communication rather than
economies of scale.
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Anvil
Makes
Change
Easier
We’ve developed best-practice

We start the
travel agency
communication.
We break down
the key roles.

You authorize your travel agencies to send us data to
track against; we take care of all the admin and eliminate
any stumbling blocks.

Together, we decide who takes ownership. We agree
what success looks like and create a plan for how to get
there. Then we work within the practical capabilities
of technology to show how you can be more efficient.
Importantly, we show you how to get the information
you need, about the travelers you’re responsible for, fast.

We set out a
clear project with
milestones and
management.

Our team supports and implements best practices on
change management and change communication,
putting an end to confusion. In fact, the head of
our implementations team is PRINCE2 qualified,
ensuring excellence in project management. As part of
implementation, we help you communicate the best

methods for program rollout

way for your employees to understand the program and

company-wide.

put it into practice for every journey planned.

Communicating a change is a monumental
feat. So we give you a 90-day ramp up time
with an implementation plan to get you
up and running.

We relieve you

We’ll let you know exactly what to deliver, when.

of the burden of

 Contact info for TMCs.

managing every

 A go-to person for coordinating departments.

small detail.

 Employee lists and preferred IDs.
 Roster of VIPs.
 URLs, reply-to addresses, your site preferences.
 Assets and personnel covered.
 And official documents such as contracts, SLAs and

communication wording.
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We give you a

Your contact will have been with you through the sales

dedicated account

process, the contract process, and the implementation

manager.
(Not an anonymous
phone number.)

process. This is the person who will work with you to
ensure you are getting exactly what you expect from
the plan we devised together.

We give you a

Your administrators get expert training from our Client

communication

Relations Managers to qualify them to provide support

and rollout
program that
engages your
employees and
keeps them

Your dedicated account
manager will work with
you to ensure you are
getting exactly what you
expect from the plan we
devised together.

to other users or to troubleshoot any issues. Staff
receive full training via web conferencing, web-based
demonstrations, videos or workshop-based classes.
Additionally, our marketing team will help implement
communications plans, including intranet, email, posters
and eLearning.

informed.
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Step-byStep Guide
to a Smooth
Transition

 Unlike any other provider, we work

with your TMCs to backfill as much
historical data as possible that you
may have communicated to your
previous supplier, ensuring you have
an accurate travel footprint reflected
in your solution.
ANVIL A S S I S T PROGR AM
 With TMC implementation under

E S TA B L I S H I N G YO U R P O I N T
O F C O N TAC T
 Once the agreement is signed, an

experienced Anvil team member is
assigned as your single point of contact.
 Recurring meetings are established

program, going into detail about
how it will be structured specific to
your organization’s operational
protocols.
 We present our proposed call

handling and validations procedures,
and our team works with you to

guarantee a seamless process.

determine the appropriate structure
and flow for all cases.

begins by setting up a kick-off call
focused on migrating you from

C R E AT I N G YO U R O P E R AT I O N S

your current programs.

MANUAL
 The end product is an Operations

T M C I N T E G R AT I O N

Manual that sets out how cases will be

 Our team works directly with your

managed by Anvil, all in accordance

travel management companies

with your custom requirements – the

(TMCs) to ensure they are fully

custom playbook for your specific

integrated.

travel risk program.

 Our team can expedite swift

implementations, with some setups
completed well within the allotted
90 days.

FOLLOW UP

 If you commission our asset

 Following implementation, check-in

monitoring module, we request a

meetings are established to address

complete list of all your assets and

new challenges and organisational

expatriates to be added, together with

goals that you present.

a breakdown of their types, alerting
groups and profiles.
 Your dedicated representative handles

ONGOING SUPPORT
 Subsequent meetings will provide

entering this data into the platform

updates on any new products and

from your completed list.

services offered by Anvil, as well as

way, we kick off the Anvil Assist

during the implementation phase to
 Your dedicated Anvil representative

ASSET MONITORING

discuss how other clients utilise
USER TRAINING
 With information in place, Anvil

provides full training for users via
web conferencing, web-based
demonstrations or workshop-based
classes.
 User manuals are provided for each

of our systems, documenting all
functionality and providing tips and
instructions on how to operate the
applications.
E M PLOY E E AWA R E N E S S
C A M PA I G N
 We also provide a communications

plan (the most effective way you can
ensure employee awareness and
program utilization) exploiting a
variety of mediums to promote
engagement.

services offered by Anvil.

Just Give Us 90 Days.
We’ll Do the Rest.

Want to Know
What a Successful
Implementation
Looks Like?

AC C E P TA N C E
 System user training
 Syndicate internal notification

of service

PLAN
 Schedule base platform rollouts
 Define assistance requirements
 Issue requirements to TMCs

 Final testing
 Enable alerts and reports
 Go-live

 Create the project plan
 Initiate the project

L AUNCH

IDENTIFY
S TA K E H O L D E R S
 Agree key dates

I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

 Define project scope

 Base platform rollouts

COMPLETION

 Identify primary systems

 Define assistance process

 Evaluate the project

requirements
 Compile list of TMCs and check

DRA requirements

and documentation
 Data feed implementation

 Follow on action

recommendations

 System configuration

 Handover to support team

 Alerting and reporting

 Project closure

configuration
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Keeping
Communication
Flowing
Employees have to get to
know the new processes
and they might have to
take certain steps as well.
Perhaps they need to return a membership
card and get a new one, or delete an old
app and log into a new site. It’s not just
about re-doing what they did on their
last business trip.
At Anvil we don’t leave this to chance.
No matter where your employees are
usually based or in whatever location
they do business, we provide the
information to ensure they are fully
aware of the new service by the time
the program rolls out.

And we give you help in keeping them
aware, so even if months go by without a
journey, they know what to do when they
finally book.
Our experience shows, a transition
communications plan is vital so they can
be safe in their travels – before, during and
after their trip - and you can be safe in
knowing you’re fulfilling your duty of care
obligations, no matter what.

For any program change to
be effective (and smooth),
communication is the key
– especially when you’re
transitioning from a longstanding provider to a
new one.
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Staying
Informed

C R E AT E A PR O G R A M N A M E

S C R E E N S AV E R S A N D

Give the program a memorable brand

D I G I TA L D I S P L AY S

name, which we will display on your

Reach employees using screensavers

systems, training materials and

and digital displays. Display reminders

communications.

and Anvil Assist contact details.

INTE R N A L COMMUNIC ATION S

P R I N T E D M AT E R I A L S

Reach your employees by using company

Reach employees using printed

assets such as your corporate intranet.

materials. Design posters to hang in

Create a page about staying safe during

communal spaces, such as meeting

travel, list Anvil as a benefit or service,

rooms, canteens and lifts. Employees

participating in your Anvil travel risk

encourage employees to share traveler

could also receive printed membership

testimonials and endorse Anvil services.

cards, branded as per your program

management program:

We have created an example providing

name or as Anvil Assist. Useful for when

useful content to get started.

battery life runs out on a mobile phone

Here are some ways you can continue
to keep employees up-to-date and

NEW E MPLOY E E INDUC TION

or there is no signal.

Reach employees using a step in your

LIVE AND VIRTUAL E VE NT S

new employee induction program.

Host travel fairs, health and wellness

Ensure new starters are aware of the

events and special interest forums in

services available to them from day one.

key locations. Anvil’s Client Relations

INTE RNAL E MAIL COMMUNIC
ATION S

Managers can attend to promote the
services and answer questions.

Reach employees using email

E LE A R NING

campaigns and newsletters. Develop an

Reach employees through training.

impactful email campaign targeted to all

Utilize eLearning to educate employees

employees likely to utilize the service.

about travel safety and the services

Include Anvil key facts, embed links to

available to them.

useful resources, ensure promo features
and case studies appear routinely in
newsletter communications. You could
also produce a video explainer using
company executives to promote the

ANVIL APP

The simplest and quickest way to
socialize the program is through making
Anvil’s App available to your employees.

importance of utilizing the program and

Search “Anvil App” in your app store to

embed the video within your

download the app to your device.

email campaign.

Depending on your device, you can
download the app from the iTunes or
Google Play app stores.

Contact us to find out more at enquiries@anvilgroup.com
or by visiting anvilgroup.com
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To operate effectively,
every business needs
to focus on being more
adaptable, more flexible
and more resilient in the
face of both environmental
and manmade risks.
Anvil delivers advanced business

Combining the automated Riskmatics®

Supporting
Your
Dynamic
Workforce

technology platform with our analysts’
unparalleled international experience
and direct on-the-ground assistance,
Anvil puts you in control.
From people on the move and products
in transit through to investing in new
facilities and entering new markets,
with Anvil, you’re ready for anything.

ANVIL .

resilience solutions that give you the

S U PPO R TI N G YO U R

actionable insight you need to ensure

DY N A M I C WO R K FO RCE .

your operations can survive and thrive
in an uncertain world.
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